Tallysman Fleet Management Solutions (FMS) for Ready-Mix concrete producers increases dispatch efficiency, improves truck utilization and provides timely and accurate operational status. Tallysman has partnered with industry leading Ready-Mix dispatching and accounting software vendors to provide an end-to-end solution that increases fleet operations efficiency.

Tallysman FMS solution for Ready-Mix companies provides integration to the Motorola MOTOTRBO™ digital 2-way radio systems and supports in-vehicle job status reporting using Tallysman’s “FORMS APP”. The Tallysman Server also acts a Gateway to 3rd party Ready-Mix dispatching and accounting software.

**Status Reporting**

From the start of the job to the end of the job, drivers can report their status as they move between stages in the job cycle. These important events are recorded and sent in real time, improving the efficiency of drivers and dispatch.

**No-occurring fees**

Tallysman’s digital 2-way radio solutions for Ready-Mix trucks has no re-occurring airtime fees or monthly AVL tracking subscriptions unlike competing cellular radio based solutions.

There is no requirement for expensive in-vehicle mobile data terminal equipment as Tallysman TW255 FORMS APP takes advantage of the enhanced radio displays/keypads and option board features of the MOTOTRBO™ radios to provide an extremely cost effective solution.

**Features...**

- **GPS TRACKING**... GPS tracking .....no more un-scheduled stops
- **STATUS REPORTING USING** ...increase efficiency & monitor delays at job site
- **TEXT MESSAGING**... Dispatcher can send text to radio display
- **INTEGRATION** ... to existing Host Systems
- **OUT OF RADIO LOGGING**... All events are logged and automatically retrieved over the air

www.tallysman.com
Ready Mix FORMS APP for MOTOTRBO™

3rd Party System Integration

Tallysman provides Ready-Mix dispatching and accounting software developers such as Given Hansco and Command Alkon, with a simple XML interface to a Tallysman gateway to retrieve data updates across MOTOTRBO™ radio networks.

Driver Status Updates

The TW255 FORMS APP for Motorola MOTOTRBO™ radios is an effective tool for entering driver ID and job status using portable MOTOTRBO™ radios, alternatively mobile radios with Alphanumeric microphones can be used to enter status updates.

Tallysman's Windows FORM builder application provides Ready Mix operators with the ability to design custom FORMS that meet their exact business needs, thereby ensuring all data relevant to their operation is collected in real time.
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